Abstract
Introduction
Long have coding standards been used to guide developers to a common style or to prevent them from using constructions that are known to be potentially problematic. For instance, Sun publishes its internal Java coding conventions, arguing that they help new developers to more easily understand existing code and reduce maintenance costs [16] . Another example is the MISRA C standard [17] , specifically targeted towards safe use of C in critical systems. The rules in these standards are typically based on expert opinion, and can be targeted towards multiple goals, such as reliability, portability or maintainability. In this paper, we focus on reliability, i.e., the prevention of faults by the adoption of coding rules. In this context, the MISRA standard is of particular interest, as it places a special emphasis on automatic checking of compliance. The rationale for automated checking is that it is of little use to set rules if they cannot be properly enforced.
Such a check typically takes the form of a static source * This work has been carried out in the Software Evolution Research Lab at Delft University of Technology as part of the TRADER project under the responsibility of the Embedded Systems Institute. This project is partially supported by the Netherlands Ministry of Economic Affairs under the BSIK03021 program.
code analyzer, in which well-known academic options (e.g., [10, 5, 6] , for a description and more tools see [4] ) and commercial tools (e.g., QA-C, 1 K7, 2 and CodeSonar 3 ) abound. These tools are equipped with a pre-defined set of rules, but can often be customized to check for other properties as well. As such, when defining a coding standard for a certain project, one can use the existing tools as well as writing one's own. In a recent investigation of bug characteristics, Li et al. argued that such early automated checking has contributed to the sharp decline in memory errors present in software [15] . Thus, with rules based on long years of experience, and support for automated checking readily available, universal adoption of coding standards should be just a step away. But is it?
Developers often have less sympathy for these tools, since they typically result in an overload of nonconformance warnings (referred to as violations in this paper). Some of these violations are by-products of the underlying static analysis, which cannot always determine whether code violates a certain check or not. Kremenek et al. [14] observed that all tools suffer from such false positives, with rates ranging from 30-100%. In addition to the noise produced by the static analysis, there is the noise of the ruleset itself. For many of the rules in coding standards there is no substantial evidence of a link to actual faults. Moreover, coding standard necessary limit themselves to generic rules, that may not always be applicable in a certain context. These problems constitute a barrier to adoption of both standard and conformance checking tool.
Apart from barring adoption, there is an even more alarming aspect to having noisy rules (i.e., leading to many violations unrelated to actual faults) in a standard. Adams [1] first noted that any fault correction in software has a non-zero probability of introducing a new fault, and if this probability exceeds the reduction achieved by fixing the violation, the net result is an increased probability of faults in the software. Enforcing conformance to noisy rules can thus increase the number of faults in the software. As Hatton remarks when discussing the MISRA 2004 standard: "the false positive rate is still unacceptably high with the accom-panying danger that compliance may make matters worse not better" [8] .
Clearly, it is of great interest to investigate if there is empirical evidence for the relation between coding standard rule violations and actual faults. This relation is especially important when, rather than striving for full compliance in order to meet certain regulations, the body of rule violations is used as a means to assess the software reliability (i.e., the number of dormant faults), as is increasingly becoming popular in industry. Therefore, the goal of this paper is:
To empirically assess the relation between violations of coding standard rules and actual faults
Where we define a violation to be a signal of nonconformance of a source code location to any of the rules in the standard; and a fault to be an issue present in the issue tracking system, which may be related to multiple locations in the source code. In the process of this investigation, we make the following contributions:
• We propose two methods to quantify the relation between violations and faults, and describe their requirements with respect to the richness of the input data set (i.e., the software history).
• We present empirical data obtained from applying both methods to an industrial embedded software project and the MISRA C 2004 coding standard. The data consists of correlations between rule violations and faults, as well as measured true positive rates for individual rules.
We describe the two approaches and the measurement setup in Section 2, and the particular project and standard under study in Section 3. The resulting empirical data is presented in Section 4. We evaluate the results and the two methods in Section 5. Finally, we compare with related work in Section 6 and summarize our findings in Section 7.
Methodology
To assess the relation between violations and faults, we take two approaches. The first is a more high-level approach, studying the co-evolution of violations and faults over time, testing for the presence of a correlation. The second approach looks at individual violations in more detail, tracking them over time and seeing how often they correctly signal actual problem locations, giving us a true positive rate for every rule. We will discuss both methods in more detail, after which we describe how to obtain the necessary measures.
Temporal coincidence
To quantify the relation between rule violations and actual faults we look at the software history present in a Software 
Spatial coincidence
The noise present in the previous approach can be partially eliminated by requiring proximity in space as well as time. If we use the data present in the SCM system and PR database to link PRs with their related changes in the version history, we can determine which changes were faultfixing. Violations on lines that are changed or deleted in non-fix modifications can thus be ruled out as likely false positives. With such information, we can determine for every rule how many violations were accurately pointing out a problem area, the true positives. However, the prime prerequisite for this approach is also its Achilles' heel. Establishing a link between faults and source code modifications requires either integrated support by the SCM system, or a disciplined development team, annotating all fix changes with informative commit messages (e.g., referring to the identifier of the problem in the PR database). Such information may not always be present, which limits the applicability of the method. This the reason why we have chosen to use both methods on a case: it will allow us to use the results of the second to assess the impact of the noise present in the first. If the noise impact is small, we can safely use the first method on a wider array of cases, expanding our possibilities to gather empirical data.
Measurement approach
To gather the measurements for a large software history we need an automated measurement approach. This raises a number of challenges, and we will discuss for each measure how we have solved those. Summarizing from the previous sections, the measures needed in this investigation are the number of violations per version, the number of open (i.e., unsolved) PRs per version, and the true positive rate for all rules. The number of open PRs per version is probably easiest, as we can simply use the status field for the PR to determine whether it was unsolved at the moment the version was released or built. Determining the number of violations per version requires a bit more work, and comprises the following steps:
• Retrieving a full version from the SCM. Since we will run a static analyzer on the retrieved source code, this needs to be a proper, compilable set of source files, as such tools often mimick the build environment in order to check compliancy.
• Extracting configuration information necessary to run the compliancy checker. This kind of information is usually present in Makefiles or project files (e.g., Visual Studio solution files).
• Running the compliancy checker using the extracted configuration information, saving the rule violations and their locations (file name, line number) within the source archive.
To determine the true positive rates we use a process similar to the one used in the warning prioritization algorithm by Kim and Ernst [11] . However, whereas they track bug-fix lines throughout the history, we track the violations themselves. Tracking violations over different versions, although not too difficult, is not widely addressed. We are only aware of the work by Spacco et al. [20] .
In our approach, we build a complete version graph for every file in the project using the predefined successor and predecessor relations present in the SCM. The version graph allows us to accurately model branches and merges of the files. For every edge in the graph, i.e., a file version and one of its successors, the diff is computed. These differences are expressed as an annotation graph, which represents a mapping of lines between file versions.
Violations are uniquely identified by triplets containing the file name, line number and rule identifier. Using the version graph and the annotation graph associated with every edge, violations can be tracked over the different versions. As long as a violation remains on a line which has a destination in the annotation graph (i.e., is present the next file version) no action is taken. When a line on which a violation has been flagged is changed or removed, the PR database is consulted to see if the modification was fix-related. If it is, the score for the rule is incremented; in both cases, the total incidence count for the current rule is incremented. Violations introduced by the modification are considered to constitute a new potential fault, and are tracked similar to the existing ones. In the last version present in the graph, the number of remaining violations are added to the incidence count (on a per rule basis), as these can all be considered false positives.
Case Description
To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous complete empirical data from a longitudinal study on the relation between violations and faults. As a result, we do not even know whether assessing this relation is feasible. We therefore decided to use one typical industrial case as a pilot study. NXP (formerly Philips Semiconductors), our industrial partner in the TRADER 4 project, was willing to provide us with tooling and access to its TV on Mobile project.
TV on Mobile
This project (TVoM for short) was selected because of its relatively high-quality version history, featuring the welldefined link between PRs and source code modifications we need for our spatial coincidence method. It represents a typical embedded software project, consisting of the driver software for a small SD-card-like device. When inserted into the memory slot of a phone or PDA, this device enables one to receive and play video streams broadcasted using the Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) standard.
The complete source tree contains 148KLoC of C code, 93KloC C++, and approximately 23KLoC of configuration items in perl and shell script (all reported numbers are noncommented lines of code). The real area of interest is the C code of the actual driver, which totals approximately 91KLoC. Although the policy of the project was to minimize compiler warnings, no coding standard or code inspection tool was used. This allows us to actually relate rule violations to fault-fixing changes; if the developers would have conformed to the standard we are trying to assess, they would have probably removed all these violations rightaway.
MISRA-C: 2004
The first MISRA standard was defined by a consortium of UK-based automotive companies (The Motor Industry Software Reliability Association) in 1998. Acknowledging the widespread use of C in safety-related systems, the intent was to promote the use of a safe subset of C, given the unsafe nature of some of its constructs [7] . The standard became quite popular, and was also widely adopted outside the automotive industry. In 2004 a revised version was published, attempting to prune unnecessary rules and to strengthen existing ones. However, Hatton [9] argued that even these modifications could not prevent the standard from having many false positives among reported violations, so "a programmer will not be able to see the wood for the trees". Currently, NXP is also introducing MISRA-C: 2004 as the standard of choice for new projects. Given the wide adoption of the MISRA standard, an assessment of its rules remains a relevant topic. Copyright laws prevent us from quoting the MISRA rules themselves. However, a discussion on the content of these rules is beyond the scope of this paper. 
Experimental details
The complete version history of the project runs from February 2006 until June 2007, but up to August 2006 the organization and structure of the project was volatile and the version history (as a result) erratic. We therefore selected the period from August 2006 onwards as input to our analysis. It contains 214 versions, related to both daily builds and extra builds in case the normal daily build failed. In addition, we selected PRs from the PR database that fulfilled the following conditions: (1) classified as 'problem' (thus excluding change requests); (2) involved with C code; and (3) had status 'solved' by the end date of the project. NXP has developed its own front-end to QA-C 7, dubbed Qmore, that uses the former to detect MISRA rule violations. Configuration information needed to run the tool (e.g., preprocessor directives or include directories) is extracted from the configuration files (Visual Studio project files) driving the daily build that also reside in the source tree.
The SCM system in use at NXP is CMSynergy, which features a built-in PR database next to the usual configuration management operations. The built-in solution allows linking PRs and tasks, which group conceptually related source code modifications. Using this mechanism, we are able to precisely extract the source lines involved in a fix.
Results
The results in this section comprise two different parts: first we look at some evolution data of the project, to rule out any abnormalities or confounding factors that might distort our measurements; in the second part we examine the results of the rule violation and fault relation analysis. 
Project evolution data
In Figure 1 the number of open PRs for every version (using dots; left y-axis) is plotted. Since we have not included the first half year of the project, the number of open PRs starts at 27, steadily increasing until it almost hits 40, then jumps down (in February 2007) until it reaches 0 by the end of the project history. This is typical behavior in a project like this, where at first the focus is on implementing all features of the software, and only the most critical PRs are solved immediately. Only when the majority of features has been implemented, a concerted effort is made to solve all known problems. The rule violation history, also in Figure 1 (using triangles; right y-axis), does not quite follow this trend. At the point where the number of faults decreases sharply, the number of violations actually increases. Also, the gap in the number of violations is striking. After manual inspection we found that this is due to one very large header file (8KLoC) being added at that point. In addition, the effect in the graph is emphasized because of the partial scale of the vertical axis.
Clearly, with the size of the software (LoC) having such a profound effect on the number of rule violations, an analysis of the relation between violations and faults should rule out this confounding factor. To this end, we will only use fault and violation densities, the numbers per version divided by the number of KLoC for that version. Figure 2 shows the relation between violation density and fault density for the complete set of MISRA rules. In this figure, every point represents one version of the software. If there were a positive correlation, we would see the points clustering around the diagonal to some extent. However, quite the contrary can be observed: the correlation for the MISRA standard as a 
Analysis of individual rules
Now that we have seen the correlation for MISRA as a whole, we will look more closely at the influence of individual rules. To do this, we create graphs, similar to Figure  2 , but using only violations for a single rule. These are visually inspected to determine whether there exist a correlation between the two measures. If the distribution is acceptable, we classify the rule as either 'positive' or 'negative', if there are too many outliers it is classified as 'none'. The resulting classification for all rules can be observed in columns 2-4 of Table 1 . This table does not include all rules in the MISRA standard, as we could only include those for which we have observed violations (in total 72 out of 141 rules). In addition, we use a least squares linear regression model to summarize the characteristics of the correlation. Columns 5-7 display the properties of this model: the linear coefficient, or the slope of the fitted line; the percentage of variation explained by the model, or the square of the correlation coefficient R; and the statistical significance, expressed as the probability that the correlation found is simply coincidence. Significance has been presented in starnotation, with 'ns' for p > 0.05, p < 0.05 *, p < 0.01 **, p < 0.001 *** and p < 0.0001 ****. In general, we can observe that the linear models for rules in the classes 'positive' and 'negative' explain a large part of the variation; R 2 > 0.75.
From an automation point of view, it may be appealing to simply rely on the summary statistics, such as the correlation coefficient R. However, this does not guarantee existence of a true relation, as the input distribution may, for instance, contain too many outliers, something which can easily be ascertained using the aforementioned scatter plots [2] . Due to space limitations, we have not included scatter plots for all individual rules, but have plotted aggregated results for each class in Figure 3 . These figures also display the fitted line of the regression model.
Another way in which we verified that the data does not violate the assumptions of the regression was by inspecting residual plots. One example is displayed in Figure 4 (for the 'positive' set). The upper left graph contains the data and the fitted line; the upper right plots residuals versus fitted, which should be spread with no apparent relation around the horizontal axis. Lower left is a histogram of the residuals, which should be a normal distribution, and lower right a normal plot of the residuals, where they should be laid out more or less on the diagonal. In this case, although slightly skewed, the distribution is acceptable.
The next two remaining columns in Table 1 display the total number of violations and the true positive rate for each rule. The violations are the number of unique violations over the complete observed history. That is, if exactly the same violation was present in two versions, it was counted only once. The true positive rate has been computed by dividing the number of violations on lines changed or deleted in fix-changes by the total number of violations. The corresponding per-class data are displayed in Table 2 in a manner similar to Table 1 .
If we see rule violations as a line-based predictor of faults, the true positive rate can be considered a measure of the prediction accuracy. Consequently, when comparing rule 1.1 and 2.3 this rate suggests the former to be more accurate. However, in a population of 62 violations (for 1.1) it is likely that there are some correct violations simply due to chance, which is unlikely if there are few violations. Therefore, true positive rates cannot be used in their own right to compare rules on accuracy (unless the number of violations is the same).
We can assess the significance of the true positive rate by comparing it to a random predictor. This predictor randomly select lines out of a population of over 300K unique lines in the TVoM history, of which 17% was involved in a fix change. Since the population is so large, and the number of violations per rule relatively small (max. 0.5% of the Table 2 have an average true positive rate higher than the expected value of the random predictor (0.17). As a result, the value of the CDF for all three classes is near-zero.
Evaluation
In this section, we will discuss the meaning of the results, as well as the applicability and limitation of the methods used Table 2 . Aggregated statistics per class to obtain them.
Meaning of the correlations
The first important moderation for our results is the fact that they are correlations, and therefore not proof of causality. However, the positive and negative relations observed explain a large amount of the variation (R 2 > 0.75) and are statistically significant. Then what do they mean?
A positive correlation is rather intuitive: we oberve an increasing violation density during the first phase of the project, where most of the faults are introduced. An increase in violation density means, that the areas that developers have been working on violate the rule relatively often. The decrease of violation density in the second phase of the project signals that many have been removed at a time when there was a focus on fixing faults. Possibly, some violations were introduced in unrelated areas during the first phase, but seeing them removed in the second phase strengthens the intuition that they were indeed related to a fault.
Similar to rules with positive correlations, rules with negative correlations experience a relative high rate of injection, not just in the first phase, but also in the second phase. For a negative correlation to occur, the violation density for this rule must keep increasing, even when the fault density decreases. Since the the changes are relatively small compared to the complete codebase (on average only adding 9 lines), injection of a single violation without removal somewhere else already results in an increased density. In other words, violations of these rules are seldom removed: apparently, the areas they reside in were not considered relevant to fixing faults.
Intuitively, the magnitude of the coefficient of the linear model should be seen as a quantification of the ratio of true positives. When looking closer, however, we see that the coefficient is large (either positive or negative) in cases of a rule with few violations, as a small number of violations is compared to a greater number of faults. This small number of violations makes it more difficult to distinguish a Table 1 . This actually explains all but rules 5.6, 11.4 and 14.1 in this category, for which we did observe a large amount of violations. Re-examination of the correlation plots revealed distributions of points that suggest a correlation, except for a cluster of close outliers. This was the result of files being moved in and out of the main branch of development, these files containing a relatively high amount of violations of the particular rule. Although we try to compensate for this by using densities, in some cases the influence of one file can still distort an otherwise strong correlation.
Correlations and true positive rates
Overall, the true positive rates computed by also requiring spatial coincidence partially match the partitioning of the rules into classes using only temporal coincidence. This can be seen in Table 2 , where the 'positive' class shows a higher true positive rate than both others; and 'none', in turn, higher than 'negative'. However, there are some individual rules whose inconsistency between class and measured true positive rate warrant further explanation. Two different categories of interest can be distinguished:
Class positive, yet zero true positive rate This category (e.g., rule 3.1) illustrates the extra precision gained by also requiring spatial coincidence. These rules have violations removed at the same time faults were removed from the software, and as a result, show a positive correlation. Spatial coincidence shows that, as these removals were not due to a fix-change, they are not likely to be related to the fault removal.
Class negative, yet non-zero true positive rate This category encompasses 18 rules out of the negative class, which itself contains a total of 29. Although at a first glance, having both a negative correlation and violations removed during fixes may be paradoxal, this can be understood by looking at the rate of removal as well as the rate of injection. Despite continuous removal (in fixes as well as non-fix related changes), the violation density keeps increasing, as more violations are being injected by all those changes. Consequently, the measured true positive rates also depend on the point of time at which they are measured (e.g., beginning, halfway or end of the project).
The true positive rates indicate that 15 out of 72 rules outperform a random predictor with respect to selecting faultrelated lines. If we only select rules whose true positive rate is significantly different (α = 0.05) from the expected value (0.17), 12 rules remain (those where the performance value ≥ 0.95). This means that the results of the two approaches agree on only 7 out of the 18 rules in class 'positive'. Since we can consider the true positive rates a more accurate characterization, it seems unwise to use the correlations as the only means to assess the relation between violations and faults. However, as we mentioned before, the change in violations over time remains relevant. For instance, in the TVoM project, the most critical faults were removed before the project was suspended, but during maintenance more faults might have been found, altering the measured true positive rate. In addition, the character of the software written may change over time (e.g., from more development in the hardware layer to the application layer), which could also affect the number and type of violations in the software.
Finally, another criterion to assess the true positive rate worth mentioning is the rate at which faults are injected when violations are fixed. A non-zero probability means that the use of at least 25 out of 72 rules with a zero true positive rate is invalidated. Although the injection rate is not known for this project, in Adams' study, this probability was 0.15 [1] . This value would even invalidate 57 out of 72 MISRA rules. This lends credence to the possibility that adherence to the complete MISRA standard would have had a negative impact on the number of faults in this project.
Threats to validity
Although some of these issues have been mentioned elsewhere in the text, we summarize and discuss them here for clarity's sake. Internal validity There is one measure in our case study that may suffer from inacurracies. The fault density for a given version has been measured using the number of open PRs for that version. Since a PR may only be submitted some time after the fault was actually introduced, this results in a 'lagging' measured fault density compared to the actual fault density. The number of violations is measured on the source that contains this 'hidden' fault, and as a result, the correlation between violation density and fault density may be slightly underestimated.
In addition, the correlations as used in this paper are sensitive to changes in the set of files between the different versions. These changes occur since in case of a failed daily build, the culprit module (i.e., a set of files) will be excluded from the build until repaired, to ensure a working version of the project. Those changes result in the different clusters of points in the scatter plots in Section 4. To see why, consider the following example. Suppose that for a certain rule r, most of the violations are contained in a small subset S r of all the files in the project. Even if there would be a perfect linear relationship between violations of r and the number of faults, then this would not be visible in a scatter plot if files in S r are alternatingly included and excluded from subsequent versions of the project. Two clusters of versions would appear; in one, there is no relation, while the other suggests a linear relation. Clearly, this distorting effect only increases as more rules and versions are considered. In future investigations we intend to address this issue by looking at official internal releases instead of daily build versions. This will minimize changes in the composition of files because of the aforementioned build problems. In addition, we intend to split the analysis between phases of the project that are distinctly different with respect to the composition of files.
The spatial coincidence method produces conservative estimates, for two reasons. Underestimation might occur with bug fixes that introduce new code or modify spatially unrelated code. Assume that the static analysis signals that some statement, requiring a check on input data, could be reached without performing such a check. Adding the check to solve the problem would then only introduce new code, unrelated to the existing violation. Violations addressing multiple lines are unlikely to occur with generic coding standards, which typically contain rules at the level of a single expression or statement (especially ones based on the safer subset paradigm, such as MISRA). Therefore, impact of this problem remains small, as there are usually no violations to link the additional code to. Another reason is the way we handle violations remaining at the end of the project. Those violations might point to faults that simply have not been found yet. But we since we do not know this, we take a conservative approach and assume they are not. The influence of dormant faults is somewhat mitigated in the case of a long-running project, where most of the faults will have been found. Moreover, we can expect that in short-term projects at least the most severe faults have been solved, so the relation between violations and the most critical problem areas in the code can still be assessed.
External validity Generalizing the measured correlations and true positive rates for the TVoM project to arbitrary other projects may not be easy. In fact, our investigation was partly inspired by the intuition that such relations would differ from project to project. Still, it may be possible to generalize results to other projects within NXP, since (1) all projects use a similar infrastructure and development process; (2) developers are circulated across projects, which lessens the impact of individual styles; and (3) all projects concern typical embedded C development, likely to suffer from some common issues. The only problem in this respect may be that the platform for which the embedded software is developed requires idiosyncratic implementation strategies, violating some coding rules but known to be harmless.
Although the approaches used in this paper are generic in nature, some specific (technical) challenges need to be faced when applying them to an arbitrary project. First of all, as mentioned before, linking known faults and source modifications made to fix them requires a rich data set. Although lately, many studies have succesfully exploited such a link [15, 19, 13, 21, 12, 22, 18] , we found that in our industrial settings, most project histories did not contain the necessary information. This limits the applicability of the spatial coincidence approach. Second, in order to accurately measure the number of rule violations and known faults, it is important to precisely define which source code entities are going to be part of the measurements. Source files for different builds may be interleaved in the source tree, so selection may not always be a trivial matter. For instance, some source files can be slighly altered when built for different platforms, so this may influence the number of measured violations. In addition, some faults may be present in the program when built for one platform but not for others, thus the selection may also influence the measured number of faults. Finally, the inspection tool used to detect violations can also influence results, as it might produce false positives, i.e., signalling a violation when in fact the corresponding code complies with the rule. Unfortunately, some inaccuracy in (complex) static analysis is unavoidable, and the extent may differ from one implementation to the next.
Related Work
In recent years, many studies have appeared that take advantage of the data present in SCM systems and bug databases. These studies exhibit a wide array of applications, ranging from an examination of bug characteristics [15] , techniques for automatic identification of bug-introducing changes [19, 13] , bug-solving effort estimation [21] , prediction of faultprone locations in the source [12] , and identification of project-specific bug-patterns, to be used in static bug detection tools [22, 18] .
Of all those applications, closest to our work is the history-based warning prioritization approach by Kim and Ernst [11] . This approach seeks to improve the ranking mechanism for warnings produced by static bug detection tools. To that end, it observes which (classes of) warnings were removed during bug-fix changes, and gives classes with the highest removal rate (i.e., the highest true positive rate) the highest priority. The approach was evaluated using different Java bug detection tools on a number of opensource Java projects. Although they do use the version history as input to the algorithm, the empirical data reported (true positive rates) covers only warnings of a single version of every project. In addition, there is a potential issue with using true positive rates for comparing rules on accuracy if the number of warnings for those rules are different (as discussied in Section 4.2). Another difference with our study is the application domain: we assess a coding standard for embedded C development on an industrial case. While we report on data obtained from a longitudinal study of a single project, Basalaj [3] uses versions from 18 different projects at a single point in time. He computes two rankings of the projects, one based on warnings generated by QA C++, and one based on known fault data. For certain warnings, a positive rank correlation between the two can be observed. Unfortunately, the paper highlights 12 positively correlated warning types, and ignores the negatively correlated ones (reportedly, nearly 900 rules were used). Apart from these two studies, we are not aware of any other work that reports on measured relations between coding rules and actual faults.
As many studies as exist using software history, so little exist that assess coding standards. The idea of a safer subset of a programming language, the precept on which the MISRA coding standard is based, was promoted by Hatton [7] . In [8] he assesses a number of coding standards, introducing the signal to noise ratio for coding standards, based on the difference between measured violation rates and known average fault rates. The assessment of the MISRA standard was repeated in [9] , where it was argued that the update was no real improvement over the original standard, and "both versions of the MISRA C standard are too noisy to be of any real use". The methods we introduce in this paper can be used to specialize a coding standard for a certain project, so as to make use of them in the best way possible. In addition they can be used to build a body of empirical data to assess them in a more general sense, and the data presented here are a first step towards that goal.
Conclusions
The contributions of this paper are (1) a description and comparison of two approaches to quantify the relation between coding rule violations and faults; and (2) empirical data on this relation for the MISRA standard in the context of an industrial case.
From the data obtained, we can make the following key observations. First, there are 12 out of 72 rules for which violations were observed that perform significantly better (α = 0.05) than a random predictor at locating fault-related lines. The true positive rates for these rules range from 23-100%. Second, we observed a negative correlation between MISRA rule violations and observed faults. In addition, 25 out of 72 rules had a zero true positive rate. Taken together with Adams' observation that all modifications have a non-zero probability of introducing a fault [1] , this makes it possible that adherence to the MISRA standard as a whole would have made the software less reliable. This observation is consistent with Hatton's earlier assessment of the MISRA C 2004 standard [9] .
These two observations emphasize the fact that it is important to select accurate and applicable rules. Selection of rules that are most likely to contribute to an increase in reliability maximizes the benefit of adherence while decreasing the necessary effort. Moreover, empirical evidence can give substance to the arguments of advocates of coding standards, making adoption of a standard in an organization easier. However, correlations and true positive rates as observed in this study may differ from one project to the next. To increase confidence in our results, and to investigate if we can distinguish a consistent subset of MISRA rules positively correlated with actual faults, we intend to repeat this study for a number of projects. In addition, we intend to address some of the issues encountered when using correlations, as discussed in Section 5.
